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Foreword
Since we were children, we have always been curious about whats happening in
the real world. Why does some things behave in magical ways? In school we
started to realize that everything isn’t as magical as we thought, they behave
according to certain rules. To understand more we have to dig deeper...

This is our thesis for the last course in our program, in our 3 years of
studying at KTH. This is one big step into the real world. We have always
dreamt on becoming true engineers!

We would like to thank everyone involved in this report. Especially the com-
pany we worked at, Westermo and our supervisor there Pontus Eriksson. The
people at Westermo were friendly and helpful to our thoughts and questions,
we would also like to thank our examinator Mark Smith.

Martin Lindström, Florian Evaldsson
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Abstract

This is our thesis for the course Degree Project in Elec-
tronics and Computer Engineering (IL122X). Our project was
carried out at the company Westermo which is working on
making industry network equipment. Westermo wanted a
method for sending information from one of their network de-
vices to a mobile device using secure wireless communication.
It was first planned to be done using Bluetooth, and exchange
keys through NFC. This was later changed to not just evalu-
ate this particular situation, but to evaluate the best solution
for their use-case. This report will go through our evaluation
process. We will mention different possible techniques and if
they can be used, then put the techniques together and form
a possible solution. Our discussion will mention what we think
is the best solution and why, and the way forward.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Westermo is a company designing and manufacturing industry network equip-
ment. One of their devices can be seen in figure 1.1. The company thought
it was annoying for their users to debug their network devices with a cable.
They wanted a wireless solution to debug their existing equipment. So they
decided to look into designing a dongle to provide a secure wireless interface.
Their initial idea was to base the system on Bluetooth combined with NFC for
security.

Figure 1.1: Figure showing Westermos: ”Redfox” which is a switch
and a router in the same product [1].

Our job was to find evaluate their initial idea, find other existing techniques
and evaluate how these can be combined to make a system suitable for their
situation. This report will go through the important variables to consider when
designing this system.

Is it possible to create an equally secure wireless interface that is able to
replace wires for security-sensitive devices? - That is our main question for this
project.
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1.1 Background
Many modern devices hold information about themselves and their surround-
ings. A technician can use this information to see how a device is behaving in
certain situations. The information held in a device can be shown to a tech-
nician in a variety of ways including displays, LED:s, sound, hardware ports
and so on. Technicians often need to see sensitive information that should not
be accessible by unauthorized parts. A part of the security in communicating
through a wire is that the information is contained within the wire. A potential
eavesdropper must have physical access to the wire. In wireless communication
the information is sent out in the air in all directions which makes it easy for an
eavesdropper to access the information. Wireless communication need a way
of hiding the data so that it can only be understood by the authorized parts.

1.2 The components
To understand the problem more clearly, this section will go through the different
components involved in this project.

The host The origin of information manufactured by Westermo. This can be
seen as a server. This component hold sensitive information that should
only be shared with authorized parts. This component contain software
for communicating with a technician through a wired link.

Wired link The link between the host and the wireless interface we are de-
signing. This link should provide both power and data to the dongle.

The dongle The component that converts the wired communication to wire-
less communication. This component hold custom made software and
hardware.

Wireless link The wireless data link between the smart phone and the dongle
attached to the host computer. This link is going to be accessible to
everyone, information sent on this part of the system need to be protected.

The mobile device The mobile device the user is using for the connection.
This device can hold custom made software but not hardware.
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Figure 1.2: Figure that displays the different components. The user
will own the mobile device which communicates with the dongle.
The dongle will then pass over the information to the host.

1.3 Problem
Ports are designed to communicate with each other through physical cables.
Cables are clumsy, tend to tangle and restrict the movement of the connected
devices. Replacing a physical connection with a wireless connection leads to
some interesting problems. How can we guarantee that an eavesdropper won’t
understand the information? Who’s the sender of the information? Can we
detect if the information has been altered since it was sent?

The main problems are:

• How do we protect information sent in the system from unauthorized
parts?

• Which techniques suits the system best and have satisfying features?

There are also problems related to different other sustainable aspects, such
as using a small environmental footprint. There is also an issue related to who
is going to use the product, how will a user-friendly solution look like? Another
important part is to find a solution which is in a reasonable price category
compared to other similar products.

1.4 Purpose
The purpose of the degree project is to evaluate how different technologies can
be implemented to solve this problem. The report should evaluate different
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ways of solving the problem and show their strength and weaknesses.
This project is also meant for us understanding how the general engineering

process looks like and how to publish the result in a scientific manner.
This is our last course for our program, but also the first step into the big

engineero-scientific world!

1.5 Goal
The goal of this study is to evaluate systems that provides a host with a wireless
interface. This wireless interface should be able to transmit and receive informa-
tion from mobile devices. The system itself should have a physical connection
to the host computer. The information sent from the host to the mobile device
should only be understandable by the designated receivers. The host should be
able to verify that information received was sent by an authorized user.

1.6 Benefits, Ethics and Sustainability
This project is meant to help understanding different wireless techniques. How
security mechanisms work and how this use-case can be solved. We are also
aware of different other aspects, so that it wont insult any ethnicity or favor
an ideological view. We are also trying to spare global resources, such as
recommending sustainable techniques and methods.

1.7 Methodology
Our methodology has changed several times. From the start, we had a great
focus on reading and understanding the components. Each person started with
investigating how the problem had been solved before, what properties that
solution had and if that solution would suit our project.

We both did most of our job on our own, we had meetings with the company
roughly every second week when we went through if everyone understood the
problem and how we planned on the future. Each person was responsible for
his work, but there was some things we both worked on together. We also
talked about different solutions when we went to Westermo by car, and in the
different rooms we worked in.
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1.8 Delimitations
The dongle is restricted to run on the power supplied by the physical connection
to the host. Since USB 2.0 is the only hardware port on Westermo’s devices that
can supply power we are restricted to use that as power source. Westermo’s
USB ports are host ports which can supply 500mA of current. Westermo does
not have a fixed requirement about the data through put. The link will be used
for sending text streams so the speed of the data will not be critical. There are
no fixed restrictions about the latency of the data either. Since the host-devices
might be implemented in remote areas we should only evaluate systems that do
not need any existing infrastructure. Westermo has not put a fixed price point
of the system.

Technologies or techniques we cannot use
Westermo added some limitations to our project. We could not for example use
technologies or techniques due to vulnerabilities or because there simply were
no support for that in our current situation. The different items we could not
use were:

• No display
We can not put a display on the device. Mostly because it occupies a lot
of space.

• Insecure standards
If implementing secure communication and using a secure protocol, then
we must use a well known standard. This means that we cannot imple-
ment our own variant of Diffie-hellman, or equivalent.

• No Internet connection
Westermo does not want to rely on an Internet connection in any part
of the system. The system might be installed in a remote area where
Internet connection won’t be available.
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Chapter 2

Theoretic Background

In this section we will go through the current technologies that can be im-
plemented in this system. First we will go through the hardware ports that
exists on Westermos network gear. After that we will go through the protocols
the system can use to send the information wirelessly between the dongle and
the mobile device. Since the receiver will be a common smart phone we are
restricted to use protocols implemented in such phones. The last part of this
section will go through different cryptographic protocols that can be used to
make sure that the system is resistant to attackers.

2.1 Host devices
The dongle is supposed to be attached to network gear manufactured by West-
ermo. These devices have a limited number of hardware ports that we can
attach the dongle to. In this section we are listing the available hardware ports
we can use in this project.

Hardware ports
The dongle needs to talk to the host. Westermo designs network gear that have
three different kinds of hardware ports implemented. The ports implemented by
most of their devices are USB 2.0, 2.5mm serial ports and RJ45 ethernetports.

Universal Serial Bus(USB) 2.0

USB 2.0 is a technology built to be a bi-directional peripheral bus capable of
transferring data at 480 Mb/s. It has two data lines, one power line and one
ground line. The power line is able to supply 5v of voltage at a current of either
500 mA or 100 mA depending on the port[2]. Most of Westermo’s network
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gear has a USB 2.0 host port that is able to source at least 500mA. USB is a
widely spread technology implemented in almost all modern digital devices.

RJ45/Internet connection plug (8P8C)

RJ45 ports is an 8pin port that is common in Ethernet networking. The 8
pins can be configured in a variety of ways. These pins are usually used to
transfer data. There are some standards for transferring power through RJ45
port. The network gear made by Westermo currently does not support power
over the RJ45 ports. The RJ45 ports on Westermos network gear are used to
communicate over IP.

2.5mm serial port

Some of the network gear Westermo manufacturers has a 2.5 mm serial port.
These ports have two data lines and one ground line. These ports are used to
talk either rs232 or rs485.

Software
Westermos devices use WeOS (Westermo OS) as their main operating system.
WeOS is based on linux, and have support for different common libraries such
as OpenSSL.

2.2 Wireless protocols and techniques
In this section we will go through existing technologies that can be used for
communication between the dongle and the mobile device.

Electro and magnetic fields
The first ones to mention are the ones using electromagnetic fields. These
techniques could be divided into two parts: Licensed spectrum area and the
unlicensed spectrum area.

Licensed spectrum area

A common way of communicating nowadays is with your cellular phone (GSM,
UMTS, LTE etc.), Radio, Television (DVB etc.). There is also others mention-
able techniques such as WiMax. They can send at long distances and some of
the techniques are robust, and have things that makes this suit for the project.
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Such as the security aspect. These techniques are in the Licensed spectrum
area, which means that you need permit to send in these frequencies. [3] This
means that we would not recommend use them, because of legal or very complex
issues.

Unlicensed spectrum area

The most common ones here operate in the unlicensed 2.4 GHz area [3], and
the mentionable ones are listed below:

• Wifi: Very common technique used for wireless communication. It is
defined in the 802.11 standard, and its transmitted in the 2.4 GHz band.
Wifi is commonly used as a replacement for ethernet cables although
it can be used to connect two devices directly using the ad-hoc mode
or wifi direct. The ad-hoc mode is currently not supported by android
smartphones[4]. Wifi direct is supported by a lot of smart phones today
and can be used to send files without an access point between them[5].
Wifi is getting cheaper and the wifi alliance states that it can be used
together with iot (internet of things).[6]
Wifi have attractive features such as:

– Its Very robust (technology since 1985).[7]
– Its secure and by standard can use EAP-TLS which is defined in the

RFC 5216[8].
– Its fast and can send in high data-rates.
– Many Wifi-drives are open-source and easy to update/upgrade.[9]
– A very common technology implemented in almost all cellphones.

One big disadvantage is that it requires more power than the other tech-
niques in this spectrum area. Also a wifi module can not be connected
to multiple wifi networks at once. Wifi needs a fairly good processor.

• Bluetooth: Bluetooth is defined in the 802.15.1 standard. Bluetooth
is used in applications where you simply share the connection by pairing
devices. It’s possible to form Bluetooth networks, Bluetooth Classic can
form scatternets where each node can be a slave and a master at the same
time. This is not possible with Bluetooth Low Energy. Bluetooth Low
Energy can also form networks but a device can not be a master and slave
at the same time. Bluetooth is divided into two parts: Bluetooth Classic
and Bluetooth LE (Low energy). The main advantage with Bluetooth
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is that it was originally designed for a cable replacement between two
devices.

• Bluetooth Low Energy: Bluetooth Low Energy is a technology that has
a low energy consumption and a low data rate compared to Bluetooth
classic. The theoretical maximum data rate is 0.27Mb/s. Bluetooth Low
Energy uses adaptive frequency hopping to make the communication re-
liable in noisy environments. This means that is a frequency is detected
as noisy the connected devices can agree on not using that frequency.
Each frequency channel in Bluetooth Low Energy is wider than the fre-
quency channels in Bluetooth Classic. This makes Bluetooth Low Energy
go under direct-sequence spread spectrum regulations. The power used
by a Bluetooth low energy device is dependent on different connection
parameters. A higher datarate and a lower latency results in a higher
power consumption. The power consumption is not equally distributed
between the devices. A master consumes more power than a slave. A
master can have multiple slaves but a slave can only have one master in
an active connection. Bluetooth Low Energy natively supports symmetric
encryption. The encryption used is Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)
with a 128-bit key. Each link layer packet also supports a 32-bit message
authentication code(MAC) which provides authenticity and integrity. All
packets has a 24bit cyclic redundancy check(CRC) which help the devices
to find any errors due to noise[10].

• Bluetooth Classic: Bluetooth Classic is very common technology which
is found in almost all cellphones of today. The theoretical data rate
is 3Mbps. A master device can be directly connected to up to eight
slaves. Bluetooth Classic can form big networks where many devices are
connected to each other but one master can only be directly connected
to eight slaves. Bluetooth classic supports symmetric encryption in the
same way as Bluetooth Low Energy[11]

• Zigbee: Zigbee is defined in the 802.15.4 standard. Zigbee was designed
to send at small data rates, but at long distances.

• ANT: Ant is another standard in the 2.4 GHz area. This standard is
proprietary and is mostly used for health and sport-applications.

• Radio Frequency identification (RFID): RFID is a technology for
communication using inductive coupling or electromagnetic fields. The
reader always power the communication medium and the transponder is
either powered by the communication medium or by a battery. RFID can
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use a variety of frequencies from 30kHz-5.8GHz. In the lower frequen-
cies, from 100kHz to 30MHz, the devices are usually connected through
inductive coupling. In the higher frequencies from 2.4-5.8GHz devices
are coupled using electromagnetic fields. This technique is often found in
proximity cards used in public transport systems. The technology can be
designed so that the reader and the transponder needs to be very close
to each other. [12]

• Near-field Communication (NFC): NFC is a technology that have a
lot of the same properties as RFID. NFC usually has a range of about
10cm and uses the 13.56MHz frequency. NFC is a standard way of com-
munication that uses a format called NFC data exchange Format(NDEF).
It is a technology developed to send information between devices that are
physically close to each other. It does not have the same speed as Wifi or
Bluetooth. NFC more used as a way of initiating another communication
method.[13]

Advantages

Below we list the different advantages in categories

• Robustness
Most of the techniques here are robust. This means that they and have
been used, tested and developed over a long period of time.

• Accessibility Most of these techniques are easy to access. This because
most of them are available in modern cell phones. This also means that
the technology is cheap from the quantitative perspective.

Disadvantages

Some of these techniques in the unlicensed area is hard to get permit to use.
They are also meant for larger areas, since some of the products are used in areas
such as mines, this means that its difficult to use. This mean that we would
not recommend using any of the unlicensed techniques. However the unlicensed
ones have disadvantages as well. Some of techniques are hard to find in modern
phones, such as ANT or Zigbee. Because the technology is well known, it means
that its the first technology a thief would investigate, especially if they want to
do a bruteforce attack on the device. Some communities mean that radiation
from these kind of devices could harm human health.[14] This is not a big issue
especially that we are investigating techniques with low transmitted power, so
this in not our biggest concern.
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Sound
Humans can talk with each other, so can birds. The theory here is that the
devices talk with each other. Sound is also used in modems and sometimes over
radio communication. The most used frequency area for hearable sound is the
Narrowband (300 – 3400 Hz). One famous protocol for sending data with sound
is the morse protocol, which have been used by amateurs, military etc. since
the mid 19th century. However the technique have changed and more modern
variants can be found in modems. The latest version 92 which was developed
in 1999 can transfer data at rates of 56 kb/s.[15] With data compression its
possible to increase the data rates further. The app ”Chirp” uses sound for
communication, although it only send links to Internet locations when sending
large amounts of data.[16] This because its constructed so it will send 10 bauds,
and each baud is 5 bits. With that information, its possible to access one link
on their website. With own calculations i found that the average data rates is

5∗10
(87.2∗10−3∗20 = 28.6697 bits per second. There is also higher frequencies which
can be used. Ultrasound is used for measuring distance. This could be useful
for detecting if someone is in the room or close to the device.

Advantages and disadvantages

This technique is rarely used nowadays, mostly because its hard to send data
in high data rates. 20-56 kbit/s is a slow speed even on terminal output.
Anyways, because its barely used also means that will have a surprise effect
on the thief, its probably not the first technique to investigate. However if
using the Broad band spectrum it also means that you will hear stuff from the
dongle. Another disadvantage is that Westermos devices are deployed are in
noisy atmospheres, which would also mean that its likely that it will send data in
slower speeds. However as mentioned earlier, this technique is used by humans
and other animals to communicate with each other. This means that it is a
natural way to communicate.

Light or Vision
It should be possible to communicate with vision, like sending data with color,
or capture movement with a camera. However we are not allowed to put a
display on the device, which limits the possibilities. It is hard to send data from
the dongle in the case of camera capturing. But not if using other techniques
such as IR (Infra-red). The most thinkable ways of communicating here is by
using bar codes, 1D (EAN_13 etc.) 2D (QR and etc.), face-recognition, image
recognition and sending colors like IR.[17][18]
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Advantages

Some of the main advantages are listed below:

• All modern smartphones have a camera and a display. This is a good way
for doing the key exchange.

• Robust system, IR and barcodes have been used for a long time.

• A simple camera is cheap, and works well for reading a bar codes.

Disadvantages

If using image sending/recognition then its a one way communication. Compu-
tations will take a long time and requires advanced algorithms in the imaging
case. IR would require the sender and receiver to be pointed at each other,
which is not very intuitive.

Heat
Smoke signaling have been around for a very long time, and was used by the
Ancient Chinese to alert if an incoming army were approaching.[19] However this
method is very old and rarely used anymore. There is also more modern ways
of communicating with each other. Heat-sensing is a good way for measuring if
a person is entering a room. This technique could be used together with other
ones. Its also useful if wanting to use a finger-print scanner for example.

Physiological communication
In this field the most common way is by pressing buttons. Its also possible
to use It could be a good way for sending passwords or similar, but it seems
hard to be used with sending the final information. There is also some other
possibilities such as brainwaves, blood tests etc, however these are very unlikely
to be considered useful since the techniques would probably hurt the user in
some way.

Others
Other thinkable ways of communications would be with balance, by using a
gyroscope. Positioning with an accelerometer could be used but we dont know
at the moment how that should be done. It should also be possible to com-
municate with smell, or chemical particles but we didn’t find anything finished.
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Although its well known method of communication way in the biological world.
Other ways could be by feeling pain, but that just sounds too far fetched, same
with magic or anything similar.

Advantages and disadvantages

If any of these technologies could be used then they would at the current date
of writing Friday 26th June, 2015, would be unlikely found by the hackers.
Security based on the thought that the attacker does not know how the system
works is considered weak by most security experts. The main disadvantage with
anything mentioned above is that barely anything would work as a method of
communicating, or at least send a reasonably high bitrates or that they wont
be able to use with a phone.

2.3 Security and cryptographic protocols
Different ways for an attacker to access and
interfere with the data
In order to achieve a good security position its useful to think as the attacker.
Different types of security issues may include:

• Sniffing: Listening to the data sent between two parts of the system.
like putting alot of effort into building a giant receiver/sender, or any
kind of sniffer of data.

• Replay: Transmitting a packet that was sent between two parts of the
system previously.

• Replacing information Deleting parts or the a whole packet and replac-
ing it with another packet.

• Burglary: Someone breaks through the locks, or bribes a cleaner, or is
the cleaner. Whom eventually knocks the user down.

• Sneaking/Spying: Someone will follow every step the administrator will
take and get knowledge on how to break the system.

• Virus: This one requires that one of the first steps can ”fail” but it can
happen in a world far away from the WeOS-device.
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How to solve the issues
To avoid most of this, then we need to look at each part of the system and see
if there are any vulnerabilities. A robust system will have a lower probability of
getting damaged by viruses. We also need some sort of two-way handshake.
This can be done by prompting a password, enabling the device on the device or
using some sort of bio-sensor. However some of the bio-sensors can be used if
the administrator is knocked down inside the room, like the fingerprint scanner
for example. Enabling the device would also have flaws, if for example someone
could change their identity far away.

The communication between the user and the administrator needs to be
encrypted. This is very important to ensure that its hard to break yourself in.

Cryptographic Protocols
This will section will go through different methods on communicating with
software, eg with cryptography.

There is plenty of protocols out there, such as old DSS (Digital Signature
Standard) or by using Caesar-crypto. However these are old/very old and is
seen as insecure. We have been going through different techniques which is
not mentioned below, however we went through in what we consider the most
relevant ones. Some of them can be seen as package-solutions and others just
for solving a single issue, such as AES, EAP or SRP.

AES

AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) is a modern, robust symmetric encryption
algorithm. Its commonly used as the symmetric cipher protocol for handling the
main communication. AES was a continuation on the Rijndael algorithm.[20] It
is also considered the main replacement for the DES (data encrytion standard),
which is an old symmetric encrytion algorithm from the 70s. Currently there is
three commonly used key-sizes: AES-128, AES-192 and AES-256. The number
represents the length of the key in bits. It is important to choose strong keys.
Truly random keys are considered to be very strong but hard to get a hold of.
A longer key makes the key harder to brute-force but will not protect you from
choosing keys that are easy to guess. The number of trials needed to brake
an encryption should scale exponentially. This means that if you have a 128bit
long key that is truly random it should take approximately 128 trials for an
attacker to guess the key.
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EAP

EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) is a common way to do the key-
exchange. Its used in for example WIFI and in some cases through SSL/TLS.
EAP is implemented in various variants and should be evaluated in that way. An
example is for example LEAP (Lightweight Extensible Authentication Protocol)
or EAP-MD5 (EAP with MD5-hash). EAP could be used with TLS, that
method is defined in the RFC 5216.[8]

SRP

SRP (Secure Remote Password protocol) is another pre-shared key protocol.
SRP allows authentication based on user name and password over an unen-
crypted channel without exposing the information to an eavesdropper. The
server does not know the password of each user. Instead the server has a ver-
ifier that can tell if the given password is correct or not. SRP is designed to
authenticate the client. If authentication is successful a shared secret is dis-
tributed which can be used to generate encryption keys. The password can be
short and easy for a human to remember and still be hard to for an attacker
to guess. The system is resistant to dictionary attacks. The protocol uses no
common trusted party and can be used with TLS.[21].

SSL/TLS

TLS (transport layer security) is the standardized way of establishing and com-
municating securely. TLS was designed so that it wont be broken through pro-
tocols or methods, simply because the designer of the secure link may choose
their handshake and symmetric communication algorithms. TLS 1.0 is defined
in the RFC-2246 document written in 1999.[22] The currently used standard
is 1.2 (RFC-5246) and the community is currently working on new standards.
TLS is being used in internet communications, and is mostly implemented to
communicate through internet. TLS is has two different layers, the TLS Hand-
shake Protocol and the TLS Record Protocol. The TLS Handshake protocol
authenticates the parts who want to communicate. The TLS Record Proto-
col provides reliability, the messages contain a message integrity check which
proves that the message has not been modified since it was sent.

SSL or TLS is not fully secure, IETF summarized some of the known issues
in a RFC report.[23] This means that its not fireproof.
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Secure Shell(SSH)

SSH is a protocol that is designed to enable clients to connect to a server
securely over an insecure network. There are three possible ways for the client
to authenticate the server, two of which demand that the client have priori
information about the server. The client can already know the public key to
the server, know a certificate server that can verify the server or the client has
no knowledge about the server. If the client has no prior knowledge about the
server he cannot authenticate the server. SSH allows this last form but the
system will be vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack.[24]

2.4 Other software related information
The App
We were required to support the operating system Android. This because
Android currently hold a big market share at the current situation. However
it would be nice if we could support IOS (used in IPhones and similar), even
they have a big market share. Android by core is designed around the Linux
kernel and the Dalvik virtual machine. This means that a large part needs to
be written in java. However the app could be written in another language and
parts could be linked with the JNI interface. This means that its possible to use
a cryptography library written in another language. This procedure will however
limit the compilation around the apache ANT interface at the moment1, but
gradle support is coming because there is need for it in Androids gear port.

Libraries for communicating with TLS
There is a lot of libraries which is meant to do cryptography operations. We
are mostly looking for open-source/free libraries that can be used. Proprietary
libraries may be well documented and fast, but security holes cannot be found
by the global community which is risky. Some notable open-source/free libraries
are:

OpenSSL

This is probably the most known library for making secure operations. It is
also old and considered ”buggy”, after all the heartbleed bug was found in this
library. It is also known that the NSA are trying to use security holes in this
library to use them for own purposes.[25] However, it has good documentation

1Both gradle and apache ANT is a compilation and packaging infrastructure.
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and might be a good starting point for testing mechanisms or getting stuff to
work for the first time.

gnuTLS

This C library is famous in the GNU community is written in LGPLv2.1.[26]

LibTomCrypt

LibTomCrypt is known for focusing on embedded software, and is recommended
in the embedded community as a good alternative.[27]

Java/Android libraries

Android have its own libraries such as javax.crypto and javax.net.ssl which is
libraries that is readily available.[28][29]

Manual Libraries

Calculating the keys for an asymmetric process is a heavy task, both CPU-
power wise and in program-code. The libraries mentioned here focuses mainly
on operations if the resources on a node is seen as weak, such as the dongle. One
notable library here for doing an AES operation is the tiny-AES128-C lib, others
may be Davy Landman’s AESLib.[30][31] If the need for doing ordinary RSA or
other similar operations, its common to do the exp-modulus operation. There is
good such libraries in typical mathematical libraries, but small implementations
can be found in the common Android security implementation.
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Chapter 3

Methodologies

3.1 Place for work
Since we worked for Westermo, our main goal was to be at their office as
much as possible. However the main problem here was that both of us live
in Stockholm and Westermos R&D office is situated in Västerås. So we had
to travel from Stockholm to there, and it usually took us around 2 hours one
way. Spending 4 hours on travelling everyday is not something we wanted to
do every day. This meant that we was roughly 4 days at home or in school and
1 day at Westermo, either in Västerås or at their factory in Stora Sundby.

3.2 How we worked together
Since most of the work was supposed to be done studying our main approach
was that both of us knew what to do and that we would talk with each other if
we encountered any issue. Both did some evaluation on hardware and software,
we also read in articles and books to move forward in the project. We also spent
a lot of the time in the car when we traveled between Västerås and Stockholm,
so that time usually was spent on talking about how we could go forward and
what we did the day before.

3.3 Diary
On the end of each day, we tried to write down what we did on each day so it
would simplify in the end when we wrote the report. Its also good to look at
when looking back into the project both short-term and long-term.
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3.4 Shared resources
Early we had a private git-page where we wrote our report and shared images
and similar. This was useful because our report is written in latex. Eventually we
changed over to sharelatex for getting the advantage of collaborational editing.
However we still wanted the functionality from git so we copied over everything
we made on sharelatex to our git-page every night.
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Chapter 4

Method

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will go through from our initial ideas which was before the
degree project, which focused on how to create the product. It will end in our
last work regarding the final concept. We will also go through different tests.

4.2 The hardware we used
We bought and used two boards to evaluate the bluetooth technique.

• RedBearLabs BLE-mini. This board have a CC2540-processor, and the
software is flashed over using a usb-stick. This device can be seen in
figure 4.1.

• LC-WM-2540-SM, it was programmed using a programmer.

We also tested some apps on our phones, which were:

• Samsung Galaxy S5

• Sony Xperia Z3 Compact

To test the NFC-reader we also had a reader which were:

• PN5321A3HN/C106 by NXP

The desktop computers we used:
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Figure 4.1: The redbearlabs-setup we used. The coupling changed
during the progress. That’s why there is no real connection between
the cards.

• Clevo W350HV, 8GB ram, with modified Antergos Linux (Arch), Gnome
3.16 to 3.18, Linux kernel 3.18 to 4.0, GCC 5.1.

• Fujitsu UH552, i5-3317U, with Windows 7 Professional N 64-bit.

Other hardware to mention is:

• Arduino Pro Micro - 5V/16MHz from sparkfun electronics. This device
can be seen in figure 4.1.

• PL2303HX is an adapter to communicate serially with a USB port. In
our case it was encapsulated with a cable.

4.3 Our initial idea about what the project
would be about

When the project was presented to us their initial idea was to use NFC to
transfer encryption keys for a Bluetooth channel. We thought this was a user
friendly way to pair Bluetooth devices. We did not have any concrete way to
build it, but we had ideas which in our minds seemed to work. Such as removing
the NFC and communicating using security protocols. Before the first meeting
with Westermo we read a little about security libraries, such as OpenSSL.
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4.4 The first weeks
When we got to the company the main use-case changed. Instead of design-
ing and evaluating a way create a Bluetooth connection with the help of NFC
we were assigned to find the best way to connect a mobile device to a host
system wirelessly using one key-channel and one communication-channel. This
key-channel would be used to authenticate the user and to share a common
encryption key. First off we investigated what hardware port the dongle would
be attached to. The host devices only supported RJ45, USB 2.0 and a 2.5
mm serial port. Since the dongle is likely going to need some source of power
we decided that the USB-port was the only logical choice since it was the only
port that could act as a power source. Next we started evaluating the wireless
techniques that could be implemented. Since wireless techniques are easy to in-
tercept they need to implement some kind of encryption if confidentiality should
be provided. We started off by researching what techniques could be used to
transfer information wirelessly. Most common wireless techniques already sup-
port encryption in one way or another. These encryption techniques commonly
rely upon a pre-shared secret or having a specific key-channel designed to be
hard to intercept. Wifi-routers often use a sticker to tell the user the encryp-
tion key for the first time. When the user has connected for the first time the
user can change the password if he has authority to do so. Bluetooth Smart
and Bluetooth Classic support a separate key-channel to distribute encryption
information. Bluetooth support a visual key-channel using a display that show
a code that then needs to be inserted into the other device. It also support
”out-of-band” key-sharing. A common way to do ”out-of-band” key-sharing
with Bluetooth is to use Near-field-technology as key-channel. We continued
to investigate other ways to share a secret in a way which would make it hard for
an attacker to get knowledge about the secret. A key-channel based on visual
information could be made using qr-codes. One requirement from the company
was that the dongle would not have a display. This put some limitations about
how we could implement a visual key-channel. One idea was to fit a camera on
the dongle and let the mobile device generate a qr-code. The qr-code could be
read by the camera on the dongle. This key-channel would only allow informa-
tion to be sent from the mobile device to the dongle. It would not provide a
way for the dongle to respond. After evaluating the properties of the different
techniques we concluded that this kind of system will always have some obvious
security vulnerabilities. The key-channel must be accessible by the authorised
parts but must not be intercepted by an attacker. One other key aspect of this
system is that we have not defined how the dongle would know which users
were authenticated. This system would be attached to a hardware port on the
host and if the communication between the dongle and the host would not be
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encrypted this would pose a great vulnerability. We concluded that Bluetooth
Low Energy as a communication protocol with NFC as key-channel would be a
good balanced solution for what the company wanted. It would be user-friendly,
an attacker would need to be physically close to the system and both technolo-
gies are robust and extensively tested. We began researching how every step in
Bluetooth Low Energy works, read appendix 2.

Porting the compilation of the bluetoothstack
Both of us bought a card with the same component CC2540 it was said to
be easy to use and many of the demo programs which were written for the
component were open source. We initially tried to port from the IAR-compiler
to the sdcc compiler.[32] It didnt work quite that well since we never managed
to get a binary out of it. We did manage however to compile some files which
is an achievement in itself. In order to do so we had to comment out some
lines in the makefile so it would skip to compile some parts. This is not meant
to happen in a good compilation but was done just to see if it could compile
chucks of code. So eventually we gave up and switched back to IAR. We then
later managed to compile and change some parameters in the demo code, such
as the broadcasting name. This can be seen in figure 4.2.

Bluetooth app and communication through the
terminal
With the knowledge from the compilation, we realized that at the cards could
simply be used as an RX-TX channel by default, something that we only needed.
The demo for the BLE-mini were made for Arduino, with a following demo-app.
The demo app were simply called ”Chat”. However the following Arduino project
didn’t work as we wanted. We could send data from the app to the Arduino card
but not vice versa. We found that the Arduino code, required a send button,
which were removed so that all data were sent. This feature was something
we wanted, so we took the demo-code and modified it slightly to add more
features such as a log-window, and a makefile to simplify the process. This
makefile would be helpful if using C-code or code from another language.[33]

In figure 4.2 displays how the final result looked like. The address field and
down to the ”Scanna efter NFC-enhet” (scan after NFC-device) was features
which could be useful if implementing a NFC-solution. However the only button
that works in this screen is the ”Sök efter enheter” (scan for devices). The next
window show the list of devices, this also show that we were possible to change
the name of the device, since the original name was ”BLE-mini”. The last step
is the terminal communication (UART). The log showed when things happened.
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Figure 4.2: A screenshot of the app we made.

Figure 4.3: The sending process.

In order to send anything we first had to start the ”screen” program, we
did that with:

screen /dev/ttyUSB0 57600
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The rest of the process is fairly simple, like typing in ”hello computer” from
the phone app and press send. It is also possible to do it in reverse, like sending
data from the screen. This process is described in figure 4.3.

It was also possible to achieve this without using screen. This was ultimately
meant if using automation. A less important test was done without screen, and
was implemented using the rs232 library.[34]

Evaluation of the NFC technique
We wanted to focus on bluetooth first so we tested a few NFC programs and
were about to dig deeper into it close to the presentation that changed the
scope. Anyways, we tested to compile and run the NFC demo.[35] It only
showed us that it is possible to use the technique.

Evaluation on other techniques
We mostly read about the other techniques, however we tried the chirp app, we
also tried an android app called ”Barcode Scanner”. The barcode scanner, or
other similar apps could be used for collecting data, like if there is need to put
a QR code on the dongle. Chirp learned us about the sound implementation.

4.5 The first presentation and onwards
In the middle of the degree project we presented our work to Westermo. We
presented the different techniques we evaluated, their properties, what secu-
rity vulnerabilities exist and our view forward. The companies security expert
did not think this system was secure enough. We explained to the company
that to get a more secure system we would need to protect the physical link
between the dongle and the host device. The security expert allowed us to
assume that we could implement cryptographic protocols starting from inside
the host device. This changed the fundamental restrictions on the project and
we started to search for secure methods for key-exchange between the phone
and the network devices. Since we could assume we could build software on
the host devices we could simply use an encryption protocol from the host to
the mobile device. This meant that if we found a good encryption protocol
we would not need a separate key-channel and we would not need to encrypt
the communication-channel further. At first we read up on encryption algo-
rithms we knew, such as AES, RSA and different hash algorithms such as SHA.
With basic knowledge we constructed a method that demonstrated how we
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thought a good communication would look like, see the appendix for how the
idea worked. We also tried to find lightweight libraries which could do this on
embedded systems with little program memory, this was mainly intended to
protect information sent from the network device to the dongle. The compa-
nies security expert recommended us to study the TLS protocol which we did.
We also studied different key-exchange protocols such as SRP and EAP. We
evaluated the TLS protocol by reading its RFC-document, we also tried several
examples for the protocol.

Our first idea
This is our first idea for the entire security process. It was both meant to be a
try, in which it could be implemented. It also helped us in where to start. This
protocol had some flaws which is described afterwards.

a.) The Administrator plugs in the ”bluetooth-device” into Westermos. The
bluetooth-device should be ”public”, and should be able to ”pair” with
during a short period.

b.) The user starts the app

c.) The app searches for available devices.

d.) The app finds the bluetooth device, and connects to it because it have
a name which is known for the phone. An example may be ”Westermos
bluetooth device”.

e.) The initial communication starts

f.) The first message Westermo’s device send is constructed like this: <id
for the first message><Public RSA-key to the device, seen in clear-text>

g.) Because the app is constructed to read these kind of messages, then
it replies with: <id for the second message>«ID/User and password
together with a randomized sum - This is SHA-hashed><the randomized
sum><suggested AES-key> This is encrypted with the public key from
the previous step>

h.) Westermos device verifies the message. The device matches using the
same method to generate the SHA-hashed sequence. The randomized
number was ment to make it harder to copy and reuse.
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i.) Westermo’s device sends an answer which is AES-encrypted and contain
a message which is easy to understand. Its meant for understanding that
both devices done it correctly. Also the randomized number could be
used for the IV.

j.) If something went wrong, then try again for 1-3 times. If it still wont
work, then the user needs to redo the process or press a button on the
device.

We sent this idea to the security expert which were roughly sceptic. It had
some flaws such as that the server sent the first message, which is really bad.
It would also re-try after the sent message. It was also weak to a man in the
middle attack. It also had the disadvantages of We later realized that it was
better to evaluate the TLS standard, and protocols such as the SRP and EAP.

Test on sending secure data
We felt the need for complementing the demo which worked with a simple RX-
TX communication together with a security protocol. Since the the bluetooth
app worked with receiving data through a RX-TX communication. Most of
the examples in different security libraries was constructed for the Internet and
were communicating through sockets. It was a bit tricky to find something
that could be useful, but we eventually found an example using OpenSSLs BIO
structure instead of using sockets. We also wrote code for sending packets
through a RX-TX line, it used OpenSSL and DTLS.[36] Improvements meant
for the future included to change to TLS-SRP and TLS-AES. This test and the
demo-app combined was meant to be ”glued together”.

4.6 The final weeks and working on the
report

We then started to learn more about secure protocols. We thought that we
might have to create our own standard for doing this securely. This was what
we studied on for about 3 weeks. At the sime time we started to write the
report. When we thought we had a conclusion then we had another visit to
Westermo to discuss our thoughts. When we had a discussion with Eric, their
security advisor then he mentioned the obvious fact that it would be hard to
flash over a new protocol to their products simply because all their users need
to upgrade. We later talked about using existing techniques on their devices.
Our final evaluation was on this knowledge.
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At one of the last days of the project we found that a company already have
a product for this problem [37]. This could be helpful for future work on this
problem.
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Chapter 5

Result

Some of the techniques we briefly talked about have big flaws or wont be
supported by a phone. The main competitors on the wireless side for communi-
cating with Westermo’s device is Bluetooth Classic, Bluetooth Low Energy
and Wifi.

5.1 Different ways to build the system
One main communication channel and one key channel This would

allow a third input which could be used to send the password or an id to
the wireless device. This requires a sensor which would know what you
want to send, like bio-sensors, image-recognition or keys for manual in-
put. It is also possible to use some sort of close range wireless technology
to send keys.

Only one communication channel Use cryptography to ensure that the
connection is safe. The RX/TX-link from Westermo’s device will be able
to communicate to the phone using a wireless technique.

5.2 One short range hard to sniff
key-channel and one long range
communication-channel

This was the solution Westermo had in mind when they started the project.
In this way of designing the system the wireless link from the USB module
to the smart phone would be split into two parts. One key channel and one
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communication channel. The key, exchanged on the key-channel, would be
used to set up and encrypt the channel used for communication.

Figure 5.1: Figure that displays the different components

The idea here is to use a technique that is impossible to sniff as a channel for
distributing keys. The security in this system relies on the assumption that no
other than the authorized user sees the information sent on the key channel. If
an attacker is able to sniff the information sent on the key channel the attacker
gets access to the system. This system is described in Bruce Schneier’s ”Applied
Cryptography” page 29[38]. This system would be implemented on the USB
dongle. This technique only defines how communication between the smart
phone and the USB module is handled. It does not describe how communication
between the host-computer and USB module should be handled. If the USB-link
between the host-computer and the USB module is accessible to an attacker
this link needs to be protected. In that case the host-computer must be able to
authenticate the USB module and encrypt the data sent to the USB module.
If the USB-port is only accessible by authorised devices the USB-link does not
need any protection. The USB dongle could either prompt the user of the smart
phone to authenticate themselves using a user name and a password or it could
accept every user that can access the key-channel.

Wireless Techniques used
The key channel and the communications channel could be implemented using
a variety of techniques. The requirement of the key channel is that it needs
to be impossible to sniff. Inductive RFID used by key-tags, payment cards and
ticketing systems could be implemented for this. The strength in inductive
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RFID is that the system requires a powerful magnetic field. This makes it hard
to sniff from distance. Other techniques suitable for the key-channel would
be QR-codes or barcodes displayed on the smart phone and picked up by a
camera on the USB module. This would require some image processing done
by the USB module. The communication-channel in this scenario would only
be used to send encrypted data. The communication-channel could use any
technique like Bluetooth, Bluetooth Low Energy or Wifi. The Bluetooth SIG
and NFC forum has put together a report showing how to build this kind of
system using NFC as key channel and Bluetooth as communication channel[39].
Bluetooth supports this kind of security system and it has been proven to be
hard to attack if the information sent on the key-channel is unknown by the
attacker[11]. Bluetooth only needs to share the key on the key-channel once,
every connection after the first pairing is based on the previous key. This has
been proven to increase security[11].

Security Protocols used
The security on the communication channel would rely on a pre-shared key
shared on the key channel. This means that any symmetric security protocol
could be used. The key channel distributes a symmetric key which then will
be used for encryption and authentication. In this system you authorize new
users by letting all users that can access the key channel get a key. This is how
many consumer electronics work. For example a Bluetooth stereo with RFID
capabilities. The security in this system is very low and every user that can
access the NFC channel will get access to the system. This kind of system is
natively supported by Bluetooth Low Energy and Bluetooth Classic[39]. If the
system already has information about which users that are authorized the key
channel could request a user name and password from the user. This could
be implemented with an asymmetric security protocol such as SRP. In this
case encrypting the whole channel from the host-computer to the smart phone
would be possible. But if the system already hold information about authorized
smartphones why do we need the Key-channel?

5.3 Pre-shared usernames and passwords
This way of building the system works in a client-server model. The idea here
is only use one channel for both authentication of the user and communica-
tion. The system must know from the beginning which users are authorized to
connect. The user of the smart phone would log in to the host-computer using
his or her pre-shared username and password. In this case the link from the
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smart-phone to the host-device could be end-to-end encrypted meaning that
that the channel in-between could be sniffed by an attacker without the ability
for the attacker to understand the data or send any false data.

Wireless techniques used

This system does not rely on the security of the wireless technique used. This
means that as long at the technique has enough range and does not consume
more power than the system can provide it will work. The system could imple-
ment an activation mechanism that enables the wireless channel. This would
help to save power. If only authorised users can access the activation mech-
anism the wireless channel would be open to an attacker for a much shorter
time. For example, when a user arrives at the device the user activates the
wireless channel by pushing a button. This allows the user to try to connect
his or hers smart-phone to the system. The system responds with a request of
the user name and password. If the user replies with an authorized user name
and password the channel is set up and information can be shared.
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5.4 Results from the tests
in this section we will go through what we found from the evaluation on different
tests and what we learned.

Evaluation in the compilation of the bluetooth stack
For the BLE-mini board we used, there was a pre-made BLE stack from Texas
instruments which was made for the IAR-8051-compiler. We tried to change
from IAR to sdcc. However the code was constructed so it used several C++
functions and the code generally used IAR assembly functions. Some of them
could be changed over to sdcc. Which we also did. But the full process would
take time. We managed to compile some of the files, but not all. This lead to
the knowledge of picking a processor like the 8051 which have bad compiler-
support. sdcc is a good compiler, but doesn’t support C++ or some features of
ANSI C. The best compiler for this situation is rather GCC or Clang. There is
also bluetooth-stacks which is entirely written for components that support GCC
or similar. These bluetooth stacks are the linux’s blueZ stack and bluekitchens
btstack.[40][41]

Demo app
We made a simple evaluation app just to test the logic of the system. It
was based upon the RedBearLabs demo-app chat. This app demonstrated the
communication between an arduino and the app. All the communication was
RX and TX-based. Which is what the final product in theory will be using. The
app worked fine, and could even be used if we re-coupled the cables from the
BLE-mini board to the PL2303HX which was plugged in to a computer. The
communication could then be used with a serial-program. This app could be a
good base if making this system in the future.

NFC
We only tested a demo-program for NFC. From that we learned that the NFC
and that the NDEF-packages works fine in android. This means that it is
possible to use NFC for sending encrypted data also.

Bar codes
There is some pre-made libraries which can generate 2D/1D bar codes. There
is the zxing library for example.[42] It will just create an image. For reading
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the data its possible to use the zbar library for example.[43] Our had a greater
focus on the cryptography part so there might be better libraries out there.

Cryptography
We wanted to try to come as nearly as possible to understanding how the coding
could be done. We managed to find example-code online which demonstrated
how communication could be done with memory only. The memory-only tech-
nique would be useful if implemented into a system with advanced resources
such as file-descriptors, and could thereby be used in for example the dongle, or
from a certain place in a text. This demo uses the BIO-structure in openSSL
instead of listening to a socket which is the common method in this library.[44]
We also improved it to do the communication with functions such as ”send
byte” and ”recive byte”. However, we later realized that its still is possible to
achieve this with sockets and file descriptors too. But it could be useful if using
a system without such implementations, like the bluetooth dongle.
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Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Which solution we would recommend
In this section we will go through what solution we think is best and why. To
get to this point then we need to step back to see from the users perspective,
what does he want?

The first method was to use NFC as key-channel and Bluetooth as com-
munication channel. The security is not necessarily higher compared to the
one-link solution, but might be enough for certain scenarios. Intuitively, the
hardest part would be for the user to understand that he needs to put his phone
close to the NFC-reader. Its a similar issue with the bar-code solution. A dis-
advantage with the NFC-solution is that a component need to be added to the
dongle compared to the single-link solution. There is also an issue with IOS
(Iphone) not fully supporting NFC yet.

From a security point of view the solution based on only one channel would
be best. Its also a more complicated method to implement. The host device
and the mobile device must support the cryptographic protocols used. The host
device still need to know a pre-shared secret like a user name and password.
Intuitively its a reasonably good solution, since it would require the user to type
the password, and eventually push a button. However there is problems with
that each customer need to update the firmware on their devices in order to
use the implementation. However it could still be possible to implement such
system with hacks, such as containing the firmware on the dongle, or even
support it with a cryptochip. If using this solution, we would recommend TLS
& SRP & AES. They are supported in the openSSL library.

The best solution and the one we would recommend is to use existing proto-
cols on the device such as SSH and HTTPS. We think its better because its does
not involve to implement new features or hacks. With this we would recom-
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mend to support multiple techniques such as Wifi and Bluetooth + Bluetooth
LE, since especially Wifi is available on all modern smartphones and tablets. To
access the dongle then it would be good with a button or similar. The button
would then activate the broadcasting of the techniques so that the wireless
device will be able to pair with the dongle. The connection is then shown with
a light diode on the dongle. However a diode wont help in the situation of
multiple devices. In order not to confuse the user in that situation, and if the
user wants to know which device the user is talking to then it could be useful
with some sort of ”name” on each device. The name could for example be on
a sticker.

If there is desire for more security, such as only allowing certain devices to
access the dongle, then it could be possible to use a password. Similar to what
is done when purchasing a wireless access-point. The password could be the
same as a QR-code included in the package or just a sticker on the dongle.
This password could then eventually be changed from the network device. It is
also possible to use NFC in a similar way, or use it as the key-channel like the
first solution if there is a demand for that.

6.2 Continuation of this project
Since there was little work done on evaluating the existing solution since we
found it close to when we were going to present our project. That system could
be good to test before creating something which eventually would end up in a
product.

6.3 What we could have done better
In every project there is always room for improvement. We are going through
different points that show what we could have done better.

Better internal communication
Since both of us worked on different things there was still room for better
communication. Lack of communication was shown during our meetings, even
if we discussed the topics before the meetings when this happened.

Better communication with the company
There was a big distance between us and the work. It was actually a great
acchievement that we managed to carry on in the project dispite the distances.
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However there was some tensions, because of the distance. There was however
room for improvement in the mail conversation we had with the company, or
the communication overall.

Better use case from the start
The use-case changed over time, we should have discussed the entire project
with their security-advisor earlier, so that the final conclusion could have been
reached. Also we could have demanded a better use-case, but that would have
been harder. We could ask the company more questions in the beginning so we
would have a better understanding of what the system would do.

More focus on ”creating” the product
There was a lot of focus on studying and reaching some form on conclusion on
how the project could have been done. We did however evaluate some tests,
but it wasn’t really creating something.

With the knowledge from our tests we thought that it would be possible
to go forwards. One of our ideas was for example to try the demo-app on
their boxes, but when the demo was finished our scope changed and this was
no longer a priority. It was also meant to put everything together and test
everything on the boxes.

We liked the idea of just evaluating, but only reading books and studying
RCF-documents doesn’t necessarily lead to the best solution.

6.4 Sustainable development
Enviroment-related aspects
The ICT-related environment issues we face today in this area are using metals
that will harm the environment. Its also problematic if using plastics which will
disturb life cycles.

The ideal solution is that when the product reaches EOL (End of life) is
that it would ”melt” down into the environment.

However that is rarely impossible, so a good solution here is following for
example the RoHS directive and limiting the use of electricity.

Our recommendation involves for example Bluetooth low energy, which was
constructed for lowering the power usage. We are also recommending simple
solutions so that we are lowering the amount of hardware and software used.
Another optimal solution would to integrate the entire system into their devices.
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Socially related
The finished product should not use any heavy metals. Its also good to follow
the CE-directives (Conformité Européenne). This would also give the product
a greater sense of quatilty.

The product will not harm cultures or individuals. This product will probably
not have issues in this area, but it can be good to mention.

Economy related
Its important that the finished product will thrive the community where its
produced in. Westermos main production is in Västermo, Stora Sundby which
is a village situated roughly between Örebro and Eskilstuna. One of our goals is
to keep this community going, so we would recommend that the product would
be produced there. However some components could be produced elsewhere,
its better in many aspekts if its produced near Sweden.
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Chapter 7

Appendix: What we worked
on in detail

Initially we divided the task into two main areas:

• Florian: Software

• Martin: Hardware

It worked in the start, and it was our main approach to strictly follow it.
Eventually we realized that such divide would not work when the entire task
changed from creating a product to rather evaluate the system. This changed
the situation, and we began studying bluetooth. We evaluated the situation
differently, Florian focused more on trying to find a practical solution, while
Martin focused on a theoretical solution. Both also evaluated their cards as well
as figuring out how it worked. Martin read the book Robin Heydons Bluetooth
Low Energy, The developer’s handbook, and Florian did the test regarding
porting the Bluetooth stack from IAR and worked on the bluetooth app. Martin
sketched the design of the basic architecture, and Florian went through all
possible techniques which could be used. We then had the presentation and
the situation changed to focus more on security. Both of us began studying
different protocols and standards. Florian sketched the protocol suggestion,
which was sent in. It was bad and we learned that the company don’t want
own implementations of the protocols, so it took the turn of Florian studying
other methods such as TLS, SRP etc. Meanwhile Martin polished his knowledge
on BLE and wrote the appendix below. After that Martin began reading Bruce
Schneier’s Applied Cryptography. Florian also implemented a test of using
OpenSSL with the memory. The last thing both worked on was this report.
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Chapter 8

Appendix: Bluetooth LE

8.1 Design

Figure 8.1: Architectural design of the Bluetooth LE protocol.[10]

8.2 Physical Layer
Bluetooth Low Energy is operating in the 2.4-2.48Ghz range and has a total of
40 channels. It uses Gaussian Frequency Shift Keying with a wide filter which
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makes it go under spread-spektrum regulations. Data is sent at 1Mbit/s. The
formula for calculating the center frequency is 2402+2k where k is the channel
number. Channel number 0, 10 and 39 are used for adversiting, the rest are
used by connected devices. The frequency is then shifted 180kHz around the
centre frequency. If the frequency is below the centre frequency it’s representing
a binary zero and if it’s above the centre frequency it’s representing a binary
one.

The centre freqency is allowed to move 150kHz up or down but it cannot
move more than 50kHz per sent packet or a maximum of 400Hz/us. To make
sure that the reciever never loses frequency lock the sent packet cannot send to
many of the same symbols in a row. To prevent this from happening a whitener
is used. The whitener is a linear feedback register with the equation whitener
= x7 + x4 + x0. The start value for the whitener is the number of the channel
used with the highest bit set to one. So if the whitener produces a sequence
with a lot of the same symbols in a row and the frequency lock is lost the link
will jump to a new channel with a new starting sequence for the LSFR which
hopfully won’t reproduce a long sqeuence of the same symbols.

Bluetooth low energy uses a frequency hopping algoritm to make it resistant
to interferance. The frequency hopping algoritm is a simple fn +1 = (fn +hop)
mod 37. The hop increment is a value from 5 to 16. It is possible for two
connected devices to create a channelmap of good and bad channels. In that
case the bad channels will not be used.

The sensibility on the recieving size should be at least -70dBm but most
Bluetooth Low enegy Devices have a sensibility of -90dBm.

8.3 Link Layer
preamble
The linklayer packets in bluetooth low starts with 8bits of preamble. These bits
are used to indicate that a packet is starting and lets the reciever tune their gain
to a good level before the actual data is sent. The preamble is either 01010101
or 10101010 depending on the next coming bit. If the bit after the preamble is
0 the preable is 01010101 and if the bit after the preamble is 1 the preamble
bits are 10101010.

Access Address
Is a 32bit long number that can be used to Identify the sender of the message.
All advertisment packets use one fixed address, this address is 0x8E89BED6.
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That adress is also used to make sure that a message was sent and it wasn’t
just noise that made the preamble sequence. The address used for data com-
miunication can be almost anything but must follow some rules to make sure
that frequency lock is’nt lost.

Header
After the access adress is a 8 bit field called header. The meaning of the bits
in the header depends on weather the packet was sent on a advertising channel
or a datachannel.

Header of a Advertising Packer

The header in a packet sent on one of the advertisment channels starts of with
4 bits called ”advertisment packet type”.

Advertisment Packet Type There are seven different Advertisment Packet
types. These types define what kind of advertisment packet this is. The differ-
ent types are:

• General Advertisment Indication which is the normal packet type sent by
an advertiser.

• Direct Connection Indication which is a packet send by an advertiser to a
specifik device. This packet has only it’s own address and the address of
the other device in it’s payload. The device sending a direct connection
indication wants to get a connection request from the other device.

• Non Connectable Indication is used when a unit that currently cannot
be connected to broadcasts information. This indicates that the sending
unit cannot be connected to and will not respond to Scanning Requests.

• Scannable Indication is send when the sending device currently cannot be
connected to but can respond so scanning requests.

• Scanning Request is send as a response from a device that has recieved a
a scannable Indication or a General Advertisment Packet. This response
tells the original advertiser that this unit wants more information. A unit
that is sending a scanning request expects to get a scanning response
containg more data back.

• Scanning Response a response to a scanning request

• Connection Request a request to initiate a connection.
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Reserved bits After the 4 bits of advertiment packet type are 2 reserved
bits for future use.

Tx and Rx address types The last two bits tells the reciever if the
transmitter and reciever uses random or public addresses

Header of a Data Packet

Link Layer ID, LLID The first two bits of the header in a packet sent on
one of the datachannels are used to indicate the end destination for the packet
and if this is the beginning of a new packet or a continuation of the previous
packet.

• 11 means that this packet is going to the linklayer on the recieving device

• 10 means that this packet is the start of a new packet

• 01 means that this packet is a continuation of the previous packet

There are seven different procedures that needs to send packets directly to the
link layer. These procedures are:

• Update connection parameters

• Change Channel Map Changes which frequencies that are used

• Encrypting the link

• Reencrypting the link

• Exchange feature bits Tells the other device if this device supports en-
cryption

• Exchange version number

• Terminate the link

Next Expected Sequence Number The transmitting device uses this
bit to tell the receiving device if it wants a resend or not. If device A transmitted
a packet with a sequence number of 0 and device B understood the packet,
device B will respond with a Next Expected Sequence Number of 1. If the Next
Expected Sequence Number has the same value as the last received sequence
number the packet will be sent again.
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Sequence Number This bit changes after each new packet. If a packet is
a retransmission the Sequence number will be the same.

More Data If this bit is set it tells the receiver that the transmitting device
has more data to send.

Length
After the header is 8 bits that tells the receiver the length of the payload. A
packet sent on one of the advertisment channels always includes its own address
which is 6 bytes. The value of the lengthfield of a advertising packet describes
the number of bytes in the payload. This value can be a number from 6 to
31. The length of a datapacket is a value from 0 to 31 but only 27 bytes can
be used to send data. 4 bytes are reserved for the MIC value that are used if
encryption is enabled.

Payload
Payload are divided into smaller datafields. These fields can describe the trans-
mitted power, features of the sending controller and services implemented on
the advertising device. A field start off with a length byte which tells the re-
ciever how many bytes this datafield consists of. After the length byte is a
header. This header describes what kind of data the next bits represent. The
header could be dBm, UTF-8 or any other datatype. After the header is the
datafield which is the actual data.

MIC

If the link layer packet sent was encrypted the last 4 bytes of the payload
consists of a MIC value. This value is used to protect the communication from
replay attacks and to authenticate the sender.

CRC
The last 24 bits of the link layer packet is a cyclic redundacy check value.
This value is used to check that the data recieved is the same data that was
transmitted. The CRC check can find up to 5 and every odd number of bit
shifts. If the CRC check fails a retransmission is requested and the packet is
ignored.
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8.4 Encryption
Bluetooth Low engry uses a 128bit AES-engine to encrypt linklayer packets.
Only the Payload and the LLID of the header is encrypted. To encrypt a
link both of the devices need to agree on a key called Temporary key. This
can be done in several ways. If one device has a display and the other has
an inputmethod the device with a display could display a number between 0-
999999 and use this number as temporary key. Another common method to
share the temporary key is thorugh NFC. If one of the devices has neither input
or output the devices use a TK value of 000000. This means that the system
is vounerable to a passive listener. When this Temporary Key is agreed upon
the two devices generate one 64bit random number each. These numbers are
sent unencrypted so that both devices have both random numbers. These
numbers are then concatinated. The resulting number is then used as olaintext
input to the encryptionengine with the Temporary Key as the key. The result
of the encryption is a number called a Short-Term Key. This key is the key
used to encrypt the rest of the communication. Another key called the Identity
Resolving Key can then be shared by the devices. This key can be used to
make the address of the two devices private. Privacy can be done by changing
addresses after some time. Only the devices that have the Identity Resolving
Key can then know which device is hiding behind a changin address. The way
this works is that one device sends a number through an encrypted channel to
the other device. The device then uses this number as key into the encryption
engine and a random number as plain text. The result is then concatinated
with the original random number and used as the devices address. A device
that knows the identity resolving key can take the address, encrypt the random
number part and then se if that produces the same result as the other part of
the address.

In a encrypted link the payload is devided into 16byte blocks. A linklayer
block consists of a maximum of three blocks. These blocks are MIC, Block 1
and Block 2. Block 1 is the first 16 bytes of the payload and block 2 is the
remaining bytes of the payload excluding the four bytes for the MIC. The MIC
block consists of a value used to protect agains replay attacks. Each block
then gets a cipher bit-stream assigned to it. The cipher bit-stream and the
plaintext are XOR:ed together to create the encrypted message. A 13 byte
nonse is created using a concationation of a 39bit packet counter value, one
direction bit and a 64bit initiation vector. The cipher bit-stream is created by
first concatinating 0x01, the nonse and a two byte block counter and then using
this as plaintext input to the encryption engine with the short-term key as key.

The MIC block is calculated using information from parts of the header,
the length and the other payload bits. The calculation is done by calculating
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three or four B-blocks. B0 is a concatination of 0x49, the nonce and the length
value. B1 is the concationation of 0x0001, the header with all exept the LLID
bits set to zero and 104 zeros. B2 is the first 16bytes of the payload and B3
is the last remaining bytes of the payload. B0 is then used as plaintext input
to the encryption machine with the short-term key as key. The output is called
X0. X0 is then XOR:ed with B1 and the result is used as plain text input to the
encryption machine with the same key. The output of this operation is called
X1. X1 continues to be XOR:ed with B2 and the result is used as plain text
input to the encryption machine with the same key. The output is called X2.
X2 is then XOR:ed with B3 and the result is used as plain text input to the
encryption machine. Same key as before. The result of this is the MIC value.
When an encrypted message is recieved, the reciever calculates the MIC value
again and checks if the result of the calculation is the same as the recieved MIC
value. If it is not, the link is dropped and considered unsafe to use. Encyption
needs to restart from the beginning.

8.5 Logical Interface
Above the linklayer is the logical interface to the host. If the Bluetooth Low
Energy chip was divides into two parts with a separate host and contoller, this
could be a physical interface aswell. The logical interface helps the host to see
which device the recieved packet was comming from. This is done by assigning
all the connected devices with a 12-bit value called a handle. This handle is
rememered by the host until the connection to the device ends.

Command Packets
These packets are sent from the host of the device to the controller. All
Command packets consists of three fields described below.

OPcode

Is a 2 byte field that tells the controller what kind of message this is. There
are three different kinds of OPcodes in Bluetooth Low Energy.

Configure Controller State This is used to put the controller into a
state. When an OPcode of this type is used, parameter for how the controller
should behave is send in the Parameters Field of the Logical Interface packet.
The parameters can not be changed from within a state.
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Request Specific Action Some commands to the controller must be
carried out from within a state. This could be using the AES-engine to encrypt
some data.

Controll a Connection These messages always include a connectionhan-
dle to indicate which connection the message parameters should be appled to.
This kind of message could be used to check the channelmap of a connection.

Parameter Length

This one byte field is used to tell the controller how long the parameter field of
the Logical Interface packet is.

Parametes

This field varies in length and tells the controller parameters that aply to the
given OPcode.

Event Packets
Event Packets are packets sent by the controller to the host. For example an
event packet is used to tell the host the connection handle of a new connection.
The host sends an LE Create Connection command and the controller responds
with an event with some information and the connection handle. Event Packets
consits of three fields.

Event Code

This 1 byte field is used to tell the host what kind of Event this packet is. There
are three different kinds of Event packets.

Generic command Complete event Tells the host that a command,
that does not need information sent on the physical channel, has been com-
pleted.

Generic Command Status Event Tells the host the status of a com-
mand that needs information to be sent over the physical channel. This is sent
directly after the Command

Parameter Length

This 1 byte field is used to tell the host how long the parameters field is.
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Parameters

This is used to tell the host parameters to the Event specified in the Event
Code field.

Data Packets
These packets are sent from the application layer on one device to the appli-
cation layer on the other device. To know which device this packet is going to
the host must put the connection handle in one of the fields. Data Packets
consists of three fields.

Handle and flags

The data packets starts of with a two byte field that includes flowcontrol flag,
Packet boundary flag and the connection handle.

Packet boundary flag Tells the other device if this is the start of a new
packet or the continuation of the packet that was sent before this one. Much
like the LLID in the linklayer.

Flow Control There are two different kind of flow control, command flow
control and data flow control. Command flow is used to limit the amount of
commands that can be sent from the host to the controller. This flow control is
optional. Data flow control is used to limit the amount of data packets that can
be sent from the host to the controller. This flow control is mandatory. The
buffer size of the controller can be sent by a LE read Buffer Size command. The
slots in the buffer is released when the controller sends a Number Of Complete
Packet event.

8.6 L2CAP
This is the layer above the logical interface. This layer is a multiplexing layer
that adds a channel identifier to the packet so that the other device knows
where this packet is going. Each packet has a 32-bit header followed by a
payload. The header hold information about the length of the payload. The
maxiumum transmission tranfer unit start off as 23 bytes. 4 bytes of the link
layers 27 bytes is occupied by the header of the L2CAP.
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header
The header holds information about the length of the payload and the destina-
tion of the packet. The header starts off with a two byte long length field that
tells the number of bytes in the payload. Since the length field is two bytes long
the payload has a limit of a maxiumum of 65535bytes. After the length field is
the two byte long Channel ID field. This is used to tell the reciever where this
packet is going.

Channel ID 0x0005 LE signaling channel
This channel ID is used for signaling from the host of one device to the host of
the other device. Examples of packets using this channel is Command Reject
and Connection Parameter Update Request. This allows the slave of a con-
nection to request different connection parameters. The master can choose to
agree or just ignore this request.

8.7 Attributes
Bluetooth Low Energy is built upon a Client-Server method. Most devices
implement both a server and a client functionality. The server consists of
datablocks called attributes. These attributes can then be read and/or written
by a client. An attribute is a labled and addressed pieace of data. The lenght
of an attribute can be fixed or variable. It can be longer or shorter than the
maximum bytes that can be sent in one packet. All attributes consist of three
fields.

Two Bytes Handle
The first field of the attribute consists of a two byte long handle. This is used
to address this piece of data.

Two to Sixteen Bytes of Type- UUID
This next field consists of either a two or 16byte long number indicating what
type of data the next field is holding. These numbers are called UUID:s. The
UUID:s are divided into five groups.
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0x1800-0x26FF

This range of UUID:s are used for Service UUID:s. Service UUID:s are used by
the Generic Attribute Protocol and will be explained later.

0x2700-0x27FF

This range of UUID:s are used to to tell the client this datas unit.

0x2800-0x28FF

This range is for Attribute Types. This will be explained later.

0x2900-0x29FF

This range is for Character Desciptors Types. This will be explained later.

0x2900-0x29FF

This range is for Character Types. This will be explained later.

8.8 Generic Attribute Profilel GAP
This layer determines how attributes are gouped to form Services and Charac-
taristics.

Services
Services are a group of characteristics which in turn are a group of attributes.
Services can be seen as a object with an immutable interface. This means that
a service can not be changed over time. Services can referense other services.
This means that if you would like to update a service you could build a new
service that referense the old one, in this scenario both services are availible to
the application so applications that only understand the old service could use
that one and services that understand the new service can use that one. A
service that references another service hold information about the handle and
the UUID of the referenced service. This means that a service points out a
specific instance of a service in inte reference. There could be alot of instances
of a references service. There are two kinds of services, primary and secondary.
Primary services can be used directly by the client and can have references to
another primary service or secondary service. Secondary services on the other
hand should not be used by the other client. Secondary services are used as
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helper services for primary services. These can alsp reference other services but
it is uncommon.

Services have behavior that is exposed by using Characteristics. Character-
istics will be explanied later. A service start with an attribute called a Service
Declaration. The Type-UUID field of this attribute can either be Primary Ser-
vice or Secondary Service. The value of this attribute is the UUID of the
service. All attributes in a device are held in services. All attributes that has
handle values higher than the Service Declaration and lower than the next ser-
vice declaration belongs to this service. Information about referenced services
are held in the attributes starting with the handle number one higher than the
Service Declaration. These attributes are called Include Attributes and holds
information about the handle-range of the referenced service and the UUID for
the referenced service. The Type-UUID of a Include Attribute is fixed for all
Include UUID:s. The Attribute Value starts of with the service handle, next is
the last handle of the service and after that is a field containing the UUID. If
the UUID is a 16 byte type UUID it is not included in the value because it will
not fit in a standard response packet.

Characteristics
A characteristic is also a group of attributes. Characteristics are basically a
piece of data and some information about what the data means and what the
client can do with it. Characteristics have three different kinds of attributes.
The start of a characterisitc is an attribute called a Characteristic Declaration.
Next comes the actual Characteristic Values and after that is the Characteristic
Descriptors.

Characteristic Declaration

This attribute defines the start of a characteristic. The Type-UUID are fixed
for all Characteristic Declarations. The attribute value contains a field called
Properties, one field containing the handle for the characteristic Value and last
is the Characteristic UUID.

Properties The properties field in the value field of the Characteristic Dec-
laration is used to tell the client if this characteristic can be read, written, in-
dicated/notificated, broadcasted, commanded and authenticated with a signed
write. Each feature has one bit dedicated to itself. If this bit is set to one the
corresponding feature is enabled. If the broadcast bit is set to one there must
exist a configuration descriptor. If the inditicated/notifiable bit is set to one the
client characteritic configuration descriptor must exist. There is one more bit
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int the properties field called the extendable properies. If this bit is set to one
there is one descriptor that contains more properties bits. Currently only two
more properties are defined. Reliable Write and Writeable Auxiliaries. Write-
able Auxiliaries are used to indicate if the client can write the characteristic user
descripton descriptor. Descriptors are explained later.

Handle Value This field of the characteristic declaration attribute value
contains the handle for the Value attribute of the characteristic.

Characteristic UUID This field contains the same UUID as the character-
istic value attribute. This makes the process of discovering what kind of data
a characteristic is holding faster.

Characteristic Desciptior Attributes

Desciptors are the last attributes of the characteristic. These cointain infor-
mation about the value and how the value can be used. Depending on the
Characteristic Descriptor these might be mandatory to implement. There are
six types of characteristic descriptors.

Extended Properties This descriptor attribute is mandatory if the ex-
tended properties bit in the characteristic declarations properties field is set to
one. Currently only two bits of the value field of this descriptor is used. The
two bits are Reliable Write and Writeable Auxiliaries.

User Description This descriptor needs to be implementet if the writeable
auxiliaries bit in the Extended Properties is set to one. This descriptor allows
the user to associate a text string to a characteristic. This text-string can
be used by the client to label the characteristic. For examble a characteristic
could hold the value for the temperature in a perticular room. The user can
examinate which room this temperature correspons to and then write the User
Description value so that the user remembers which room was associated with
this characteristic.

Client Characteristic Configuration This desciptor is mandatory to
implement is the notifiable/indicateable bit in the properties field of the char-
acteristic descriptor is set to one. This descriptor has only two bits in its value
field. One corresponing to notifiable and one corresponing to indicateable. Both
of these can not be set at the same time. How the indications or notifications
works for this characteristic is defined in the service specification.
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Server Characteristic Configuration This descriptor needs to be im-
plemented if the broadcast bit in the properties field of the character descriptor
is set to one. The Server Characteristic Configuration desciptor is used to set
the characteristic to broadcast or not. How the characteristic is broadcasted
depends on the service specification. It is not possible to enable broadcast one
one perticular characteristic. If the broadcast bit is set the whole service is
broadcasted.

Presentation Format This descriptor is used to tell an application that
does not understand what this characteristic contains how to present the char-
acteristic to the user. This desciptor has five fields. The first field is used to
tell the application what data format the value is written in. This could be
int, boolean, UTF-8. The next field is the exponent field. This is only used
if the format field is set to int. In that case this field is used to set a fixed
base ten exponent to the value. After the exponent field is the unit field. This
field contains a UUID that corresponds to a unit. The unit that corresponds
to a UUID can be read the assigned number document. Examples of these
units are Celcius, Farenheit, Meter, Liter. The last to field can be seen as one
field. These are called Namespace and Description fields. The Namespace is a
byte long that informs the client wich organisation that controls the description
field. The description field is a field that labels the characteristic. For example,
if there are two characteristics in a device that both hold information about
fanspeed in a computer the description field can be used to tell these apart.
One could have the description value for ”CPU” and the other for GPU.

Aggregation Format If the value is devided into two parts, for example
a koordinate in a three-dimensional space, the aggregation format descriptor is
used to connect the values. The aggregation format descriptor references the
Presentation Format descriptors of both values in the right order.

8.9 Attribute Protocol
This protocol defines how a client can access the attributes on a server. The
communication between server and client is built upon six different kinds of
messages.

Request
Request are messages sent from the client to the server. The server respons
with a Response message. There can only be one request active at the time.
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When a respons message is recieved by the client the client can send another
request. This reduces the memory needed by the server.

Response
Response messages are sent by the server to the client. These messages are only
sent as a response to a Request message. The reponse message can either hold
information about the request or be a error message containing an errorcode
that tells the client why the request failed.

Command
Command messages are messages from the client to the server that do not
need any response. There is direct way for the client to tell if the server has
recieved or understood the command so this messages should be considered to
be unreliable.

Indication
Indications are very similiar to the Request messages but they are sent to the
client from the server. The client must respond with a confirmation message.
Only one indication can be active at the time. The server has to wait for
a confirmation message from the client before it can send another Indication
message.

Confirmation
Confirmation messages are always sent by the client as a response to a indication
message.

Notification
These are unrelible messages from the server to the client. A notification mes-
sage does not demand a response from the client so there is no direct way for
the server to tell if the client has recieved the notification or not.

Each of these messages can be used in a variety of ways. The attribute protocol
defines a 16 standard messages for interacting with a server. If a response is
to long to be send in one response message a new request needs to be sent
with new parameters. For example, if the client want to know the types of all
the attributes in a server the client writes a Find Information request for this
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with a starting handle of 0x0001 and ending handle of 0xFFFF.. The server will
respond with as many types it can hold in one message. The client will then
have to update the parameters and send a new Find Information request with
the parameters 0x0010 and 0xFFFF. If the server does not have any attributes
in that handle range it will send back an error.

Error This is a response message containing the OPcode in Error, the error
code and the handle of the error.

Exchange MTU This is both a request and a response message. Both con-
tain the device maximum tranmission unit on the recieving end. This
request is used to agree on a larger maximum tranmission unit. All com-
munication starts with a MTU of 23 bytes. The MTU of a unit is fixed.
After the MTU request is sent the MTU of the link will be the lowest
value.

Find Information When this is sent as a request is contains the starting
and ending handle of the attributes the client is interested in. The server
responds with a message containing the handle and the type of the re-
quested attributes. This is the only way a client can discover the types
of the attributes in a server.

Find By Type Value The request of this message contains a starting han-
dle, ending hande, Type-UUID and Value. The server searches for an
attribute within the handle range. If it finds an attribute within that
range with the same Type-UUID and value it send back the handle for
that attribute and the end group handle. This request can be sent to
discover if a server implements a specific service. The Type-UUID would
then be set to ”Primary Service” and the value to the UUID of the service
the client is looking for.

Read By Type This request includes the starting handle, ending handle and
the Type-UUID. The server searches for attributes with the same Type-
UUID in that handle range. If it finds an attribute with this Type-UUID
is sends back a message response containing the Length, handle and the
value of the attribute. This can be used to find a specific characteristic
value i a server or to find all the characteristics of a server.

Read This request contains an attribute handle that the client wants to read.
The server responds with the value of that attribute.

Read Blob This request is used when the whole value of an attribute is to
long to read with one read request. The client send a Read Blob request
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containing the handle of the attribute to be read and a offset parameter.
The server responds with the part of the value field that comes after the
offset.

Read Multiple

Read By Group Type This reqest contains a starting handle, an ending
handle and a group type. The response from the server is a Handle, end
group handle and the attribute value.

Write This request from the client contains a handle and a value to be written
to the attribute with that handle. The response form the server does not
contain anything.

Prepare Write This request allows a client to write many attributes at once.
The client start off by sending multiple Prepare Write Requests, these
requests contains the handle, the value to be written and an optional
offset to the attribute with that handle. After each prepare Write Request
a response is sent back from the server. The response contains the same
handle and value.

Execute Write This request makes the server write all the values from the
previous Prepare Write Requests. The request contains some flag. The
response contains nothing.

Write Command This is a command from the client to the server to write a
value to an attribute. The command contains the handle of the attribute
to be written and the data that should be written into the value field.

SignedWrite Command This command is used to write an attribute but
the client also includes an Authentication Signature that guarantees that
the message was send from an authenticated device.

Handle Value Notification This notification from a server to a client con-
tains a handle and the value for the attribute.

Handle Value Indication This Indication from a server to a client also con-
tains a handle and the value for the attribute indicated. The confirmation
from the client does not include any parameters.
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8.10 Generic Attribute Profile GATT
GATT define common ways to use the standard messages for interacting with
a server. These ways of combining mutliple messages are called procedures.
Procedures can be devided into three different goups.

Discovery procedures
Discovery procedures are often used in four steps. The first step is to discover all
primary services on a server. This can be done by making several Read By Group
Type requests with the Type set to Primary Service. This will return the UUID
of every primary service, its starting and its ending handle. Primary services can
also be found directly with the Find by Type Value message. This demands that
the client defines what kind of primary service it’s looking for. This can be used
if a client only is interested in finding out if a service implements a service or
not. After the client has found the primary services it was looking for it often
wants to find the referered services. This is done by sending multiple Read
by Type-UUID messages with the Type-UUID set to ”Include” and the handle
range set to the service that the client is interested in. This will return the
Include attributes of the service. From these attributes the refered services can
be found. Now the client has enough information to build the whole service tree.
The next step in the discovering procedures is to discover all the characteristics
in the server. This can be done by making several Read By Type-UUID Request
to the server with the Type-UUID set to ”Characteristic” and the handle range
set to the services that the client want to know information about. This will
return the Characteristic Declaration attribute of each characteristic and its
handle value. Now the last step in the Discovery Procedure is to discover
all the characteristic descriptors. The characteristic descriptors can be found
by combining the information about where the charactersitic declarations are
and where the service ends. To find the Characteristic descriptors the client
sends Find Information request with the starting handle set to one higher then
the Charactersistic Declaration and the end handle to one lower than the next
Characteristic Declaration or Service Declaration.

Client-initiated procedures
After the discovery the client can start interacting with the characteristics. This
is done by reading och writing the values or the descriptors of the characteristic.
If the information from the discovery procedure is known than the characteristic
value handle is known and the value can be read directly by the client with a
Read message. If the read response contains a full packet the client should
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assume that the attribute is longer than the MTU size and send a Read Blob
message to check if there is more data in the attribute value. Some Client-
initiated procedures does not depend on the information from the discovery
procedure. If a client wants so know the battery-level of a server there should
be a characteristic value attribute that holds this value. The client can find this
attribute by sending a Read by Type-UUID request with the type-UUID set to
the standard ”Battery Type” UUID. If a characteristic that holds the battery
value exists this will be returned by the server. To write a characteristic value a
client sends a write request. If the value to be written is bigger than the MTU
the prepare write message needs to be sent. This ensures that the whole value
is written before the value is used.

Server-initiated procedures

There are only two different server initiated procedures. Indications and Noti-
fications. The client can set the server to start Indicating or notifing the client
when a characteristic is changed. This allows the server to update the client
without the need for the client to poll the server. The only difference between
Indications and Notifications is that Indications demand a Confirmation from
the client and Notifications do not. This means that indications are reliable
and have flowcontrol. Notifications are unreliable and can be thrown away by
the client if it does not have time to process the notification.

8.11 Discover and Connect Devices

If device A wants to connect to another device, A has two options. Either
device A start advertising on the advertisning channel, indicating that it wants
to connect to another device. Or A starts listening to the advertising chan-
nel to see if there are any devices currently wanting to connect to it. The
advertising part can either be limitied-discoverable or general-discoverable. In
limited-discoverable mode the device sends adversing packets very often but to
prevent the adversing channels to become congested a device is not allowed to
stay in limited-discovery mode for long. A device can be in general-discovery
mode for an infinite amount of time but it’s not allowed to send advertising
packets that often. The adveriting packets sent from a device contain some
flags indicating what it wants to do.
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8.12 Security
Authentication To be able to know who the other part is. An attacker should

not be able to present itself as a connected device and that way get in
to the system. In Bluetooth Low Energy authentication is done with the
MIC part of the linklayer packet.

Authorization To be granted access to parts of the system.

Integrity To know that the data send is the data that is recieved on the other
end. This goes both ways. Bluetooth Low Energy uses a 24 bit CRC
to protect agains bit errors in the communication. This will not stop an
attacker. In Bluetooth Low Energy integrity the MIC bits in the link layer
can help with integrity.

Confidentiality To know that the reciever is the only one that can read the
data sent. This is done by encrypting the channel with a pre-shared key.

Privacy To be able to hide the identity of a device and only reviel the identity
to trusted parts. Bluetooth Low Energy can provide privacy by having
resolveable addresses. The address of a device can then be changed so
that listening parts can not know which address belong to which device.
Trusted devices get an Identity Resolving Key so they can see the identity
of the device.

Pairing devices
Pairing two devices who wants to send data on an encrypted channel can be
devided into three different steps.

exchange pairing information

In this step the two devices tell each other what kind of sensors and actuators
they have. If for example one device has a display and the other has a keyboard
a temporary key can be generated on the device with the display and then used
by the device with a keyboard. The first message sent to secure a channel is a
Pairing Request Message. This contains information about what kind of input
and output the devices have access to. After this message both devices know
how they should share the temporary key. After they have shared the temporary
key a random value cancatiated with the address and another value based on
the previous messages is encrypted and sent to the other part. The key to the
encryption is the temporary key. After this message is sent the random value
alone is sent. Now the other part checks if the values match. If any number
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does not match a pairing failed message will be sent. The random values from
both devices are then used to calculate a short-term key which is then used as
key for the rest of the communication. After this is done the devices can share
more keys to ensure that they can authenticate each other if the disconnect
and to enable private addresses.
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